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JOHN T. RANDELL FIELD OFFICE

BOURLAMAQUE. P.O.
TKLEPHONCl 434

September 3rd., 1946.

Mr. J.J. Byrne., 
Greenlee Mines Limited, 
1306 Star Bldg., 
80 King Street, West, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir:- REPORT ON GEO-MAGNETIC SURVEY ON PROPERTY OF GREENLEE 
MINES LTD. HARKER TOWNSHIP GROUP PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

The work described herein, was conducted during the month of 

August in the current year. Line-cutting which was done by your 

Company, was carried out during the months of June and July. 

SUMMARY fr RBGOTMIMDATIOI'B

The survey conducted on the 12 claims held by Greenlee Mines 

Limited in Harker Township, has shown that the property is predomin 

antly underlain by granite or its associated acid types and volcanics 

of intermediate to basic composition. The south-western contact of 

these two rock types is well marked and an equally well defined con 

tact occurs on the north-east. That area in between, however, ex 

hibits conditions which are less easily interpreted, but it is be 

lieved that granite underlies the westerly half of the group* To 

the east, a gradual rise in intensity indicates a magnetic phase 

change which may be accounted for by granite overlain by a relatively 

shallow volcanic shell or by^a gradual increase in the susceptibility 

of the granite mass produced by assimilation and change in rock com-
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The Township of Harker is approximately 40 miles east of the 

town of Matheson on the Ontario Northland Railway. From here, a 

bush road leads to the property of Consolidated Mining fe Smelting 

Company Limited, a distance of about 30 miles* For transportation 

from this point on, one must resort to tractor or ordinary packing 

methods. A rough bush road suitable only for tractor transport, 

leads from the Consolidated property across your claims ae shown on 

the accompanying plans.

There are no camps on your group, although accommodation may be 

obtained at the camps on the Carmao property which lies immediately to 

the west of Claim L-44371.

INTERPRETATIONS

Your claims are largely drift-covered with very few outcrops, all 

of which occur on Claim L-44368. The rock exposed in these outcrops, is 

without exception, syenite, and its relationship with the granite and 

volcanics is not particularly clear from the magnetic data.

The magnetic survey results are shown on Plan No. l, which is 

coloured in terms of magnetic intensities. While the interpretation 

is also shown on this plan, an extra copy is supplied which is coloured 

in terms of geological distribution.

It is reasonably certain that volcanics of intermediate to basic 

composition underly the north-eastern and south-western corners of your 

group, and increasing intensities on the south-eastern corner and the 

eastern boundary suggest their probable existence in this area. While 

these volcanics may occupy a much greater area than is actually shown 

on the plan, into which the syenites may have been intruded, the lack



position.

There is evidence to suggest an east-west shear in the granite 

and it is suggested that this be probed by Drill-hole "A". Two other 

drilling sections are indicated as being the most favourable areas on 

the basis of the existing data, however, it is recommended that at 

such times as drilling is initiated, the logs of each hole be imm 

ediately forwarded to the writer so that re-interpretations can be con 

ducted without delay*

The reported existence of low gold values in the syenite outcrops 

on Claim L-44368, should be investigated by further stripping and sampl 

ing to be followed by diamond drilling if favourable results are ob 

tained, 

PROPSITO.

The property held by Greenlee Mines Limited and covered by this 

report, lies in the Township of Harker, District of Cochrane, Province 

of Ontario, and comprises a total of twelve (12) mining claims, numbered 

as follows, consisting of approximately 409 acres.

L-44361-62-63-64-S5-86-G7-68-S9-70-71 and 72*

Your group is bounded on the north by the properties of St* Anthony 

Mines Limited and a small group owned by American Yellowknife Gold Mines 

Limited, which lie between your property and that of Dale Gold Mines 

Limited, now under option to Inspiration Mining and Development Company 

Limited. On the west, your ground is adjacent to the property of Cannae 

Mines Limited, which lies between your group and that of Shunsby Gold 

Mines Limited.



of a sharp contact outline between the flows and the intrusive granites, 

suggests that these latter rocks may be relatively wide-spread at shallow 

depths t The granite as shown on the plan is part of the mass existing on 

the Dale property, and where sharp steeply dipping contacts occur with 

the volcanics, delineation with magnetic methods is not difficult. On 

Plan No. l, however, a gradual intensity change occurs with the north- 

south trending magnetic contours increasing in intensity towards the 

east. V/hile this gradual increment may be produced by a slightly more 

magnetic rock type, it is more probable that the effect is a result of 

granitic intrusion where the granites underly a thin mantle of volcanics. 

The effect can be best imagined by visualizing a granitic mass not com 

pletely exposed by erosion over the north-western part of which a thin 

shell of volcanics remain.

Those contacts shown on the plan, are quite well defined, however, 

the actual position of the phase change is obscure and for this reason, 

Drill Section "B" has been extended well to the south-west. It is poss 

ible that this may intersect much more granite than is depicted by the 

plan.

A suggestion of a shear with a north of east trend is indicated 

by the contours. The parallelism of a small creek to thin indication, 

edds at leest some topographical evidence in favour of its existence and 

if this interpretation is correct, its presence within the granite or 

allied acid type rocks may be important. Drill-hole "A" has been spotted 

to test this inferred structure.

Further drilling of cross-oeetional nature should be conducted in
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the area shown by Section "A" in the southern portion of your group, 

and the reported presence of low gold values in the syenites on Claim 

L-443G8 should, at least, be investigated by systematic stripping and 

sampling until overburden conditions prohibit further operations of 

this type.

The magnetic results prevalent on your group, indicate that in 

general, overburden depths will not be excessive and with local ex- 

ceptione unlikely to exceed 50 feet. 

MAGNETIC. SURVEy DATA

The survey was conducted with a Wolfson vertical type variometer 

set at a sensitivity of 27,1 gamma per scale division and having a temp 

erature coefficient of 6.0 gamma per degree Centigrade. All field 

stations were corrected for temperature to the nearest one degree Centi 

grade following which, a maximum closing of 13 garaua, attributable to ; 

diurnal variations, was obtained* The accuracy of this survey will there- l: 

fore be considerably less than the usual ^ 10 gamma per station* -f/

The survey was tied into the control station at OfOO on the Dale 

vtose line which J.e assumed to have a value of 2922 gamma and to an add 

itional regional control at the 4 mile post on the Harker-Garrison Town 

ship line established as 612 gamma.

Lines were cut by your Company and the total time required for this 

operation is not available to the writer at this time. The man-day dist 

ribution relating to the actual survey is however, as shown below: 

OPERATION MAN-DAYS

Magnetic survey 28
Travelling and packing 12
Office and drafting 12
Supervision m ^

TOTAL 59
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The control stations used throughout the survey are shown on 

Plan No. li including the location of the Base Control point. A total 

of 77V observations were taken on your property,made up as follows:

Field observations 709
Check observations 9
Base observations 59 ,/

TOTAL - 777

Yours very truly, 

GEO-TEOHNICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY" LIMITED

J,T. RANDELL - President.

D 
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